In the present work, an elasto-plastic model is proposed for the numerical analysis of dynamic nonlinear behavior of composite thick shells with reinforcements in spirals subjected to impulsive loading. Wilkins algorithm was taken to analysis physical and geometrical nonlinearity of stress-strain state of elasto-plastic thick composite shells. This study is carried out on two types of cylindrical composite shells in different reinforcement winding angles and different magnitudes of impulse loads. By a calculation code in finite difference, first the influence of physical non linearity on the stress-strain state of cylindrical monolayer shell was established and then the relationship between residual strains and the winding angle of the symmetric reinforcements was investigated. Finally, the influence of the winding angle of the orthogonal reinforcements on the residual strains of a bilayer composite shell was analyzed numerically.
Introduction
The problem of the dynamics of composite membranes is undergoing a revival of interest in the scientific community because the areas of application more varied in the industrial sector including civil engineering. These structures are often subject to non-stationary solicitations, for example, the basic walls designed to keep their bearing capacity in extreme cases of sudden increase in work load. Today are widely used multilayer composite shells of revolution with reinforcements in spiral under angle α to the generatrix. Generally, such shells are locally orthotropic, however their main anisotropy axes x',', r in this case no coincide with axes of global system of cylindrical coordinates x,, r. Many works are carried out on such structure behavior in static regime (Li, 2007; Arashmehr et al., 2013; Rahimi et al., 2013) . Same, composite shells explosion tests-related experimental data are available in technical literature (Fedorenko et al., 2005; Batra & Hassan, 2007; Leblanc & Shukla, 2010) . Exact solutions to dynamic problems of composite cylindrical shells are mathematically involved and, in many cases, not available. Hence, most of available solutions are based on approximate methods. For the study of the dynamic behavior of composite shells, various numerical approaches are increasingly used. Thus finite element approaches are widely used to simulate the behavior of cylindrical shells under dynamic loading (Wang & Chen, 2004; Haldar, 2008; Perotti et al., 2013; Srinivasa et al., 2014) . Interesting results are obtained by (Haftchenari et al., 2007; Alibeigloo, 2009) for the dynamic analysis 308 of composite cylindrical shells using differential quadrature method. Chakrabarti (2013) studied the dynamic response of a functionally graded shell using finite element formulation. Numerical results were presented for cylindrical and spherical shells for different boundary conditions. On the other hand, a number of studies based on Wilkins algorithm have been carried out for the numerical analysis of dynamic behavior of elastic multilayer cylindrical shells (Lugovoi et al., 2006; Rybakin et al., 2009) . But most of the work on the study of these structures is carried out in small deformations. The studies in dynamics of the influence of the reinforcements in spirals on the stress-strain state of multilayer elasto-plastic shells (in the case of large deformations) are not available in the technical literature.
The purpose of this work is to propose a model based on Wilkins algorithm (Wilkins, 1964) in case of axisymmetric dynamic loading of multilayer orthotropic shells, taking into account geometrical and physical non-linearity, then to analyze the influence of various reinforcement schemes and types of non-linearity on the stress-strain state of thick-walled cylindrical shells subjected to axisymmetric impulsive action.
Material and methods
For mathematical formulation of the problem, we consider origin of coordinates in cylinder symmetry center. Governing motion equations in cylindrical coordinates, taking into account the axial symmetry and arbitrary reinforcement angle α (from 0 to 90 °) have form below:
where:  -The material density,
-components of stress tensor; t-time ; 
Physical equations taking into account the reinforcement angle α (from 0 to 90 °) write in vector form:
Square matrix C size 6 x 6 is symmetric ( ) and has following components: 
are obtained by cyclic permutation of indices , , .
, ,
) are elastic constants of the orthotropic material to the main anisotropy axes for the angle α = 0 in case of the orthotropic cylindrical shell. The following conditions must be met:
For the studied materials, D0>0. Considering that the studied materials have plastic properties, taking into account plastic deformations will be described by Mises-Hill theory of plastic flow for orthotropic materials without hardening (Hill, 1998) . In this case, following the main anisotropy axes x ', φ', r, plasticity criterion will be written as follow: 
where Tij Ti   , -the flow limits of orthotropic material according to corresponding main anisotropy axes. Plastic deformations can be written in following form:
,
where
For isotropic material we have:
The total strains are supposed to be the sum of the elastic and plastic deformations. Elastic components are determined by physical Eqs. (3) and plastic deformations are determined by Eqs. (5-8). These equations are added to the initial conditions and boundary conditions. The initial conditions are null and the boundary conditions are in forces or in displacements. On the other hand despite the presence of all components of displacement, stresses and deformations, boundary problem (1)-(8) will be axisymmetric insofar as none of its variables depends on angular coordinate φ. On basis of Eqs. (1-8), a program has been developed in finite difference for the numerical analysis of geometrical and physical non-linearity of the stress-strain state of multi-layer elasto-plastic cylinders with arbitrary reinforcement angle α of each layer.
Results and discussion

Simulation taking into account geometrical non-linearity
Object of this study material is a monolayer elastic composite shell T300/5208 with epoxy matrix, which elastic characteristics are the following (Onkar et al., 2007; Zhao & Cho, 2007) as illustrated in Table 1 and Table 2 . Material is loaded by internal axisymmetric impulsive pressure according to the following law (Baum et al., 1975) :
where, а=6310 m/s, Variation of the impulse amplitude is as follows:
1.
1 MPa -corresponding to linear behavior 2.
1500 MPa -corresponding to geometrically non-linear behavior Ends and cylinder surface are free of any load. The simulation results are given by curves in Fig. 1 . Curve 1 corresponds to linear behavior ( =1MPa, where maximum deformations do not exceed 0.008%), curve 2 corresponds to geometrically non-linear behavior ( = 1500 MPa where maximum deformations can reach 15%). As seen in Fig. 1 the curves 1 and 2 are similar. Torsional vibration and transverse vibration are linked by longitudinal vibration mode and occur with the same frequency. Radial vibration corresponds to another vibration mode and occurs with greater frequency. Studied shell being short cylindrical shell subjected to axisymmetric internal pressure, cannot hardly expect large rotations even in presence of intensive load. Rotations will be still less significant compared with corresponding deformations. Therefore, the effects related to the consideration of geometrical nonlinearity of such structures are relatively moderate: qualitatively these effects have little influence on dynamic impulse mapping, but quantitatively they produce important values of the amplitudes of kinematic parameters and forces compared to the linear approach.
Simulation taking into account physical non-linearity
Single-layer cylindrical shell
We study the same previous composite shell but with elasto-plastic behavior. Resistance limits of epoxy composite T300/5208 are given by (Onkar et al., 2007) . Whereas most composites have relatively low plastic zones on the corresponding deformation curves, using data from (Onkar et al., 2007) , we will adopt following values of the flow limits for composite T300/5208: Тх=1500 MPa; Т=Тr=40 MPa; Тr=65 MPa; Тr х=Тх=85 MPa. Calculation results are presented in Figs. 2 and 3.
In figure 2 the curve numbering match the different values of impulse magnitudes . Thus, for the curves 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, values are 20MPa, 50MPa, 100MPa, 300MPa, 400MPa, respectively. The curves in figure 2 show influence of physical nonlinearity on the stress-strain state of the monolayer cylindrical shell. On the other hand, figure 2-e shows variation in time of the radial displacement in vicinity at end of the internal surface of cylindrical shell (r =R1; x=L/2). For 0=20 MPa (curve 1), the shell undergoes elastic deformation while for 0 50 MPa, it undergoes elasto-plastic deformation. The singularity is that for relatively moderate load (0 =50 MPa), the plastic deformations do not occur immediately but rather by "pitch effect". At time t0 3,310 -4 s the shell has perfectly elastic behavior, curves 1 and 2 coincide (by comparison, the action of impulsive load time is approximately1,6510 -5 s thus 20 times smaller). When t  t0 it begins with occur local plastic zones due to the ''pitch effect '', what is reflected by divergence of the curves 1 and 2. When 0 100MPa the shell residual deflections, elongations and torsion angles will appear. For large loads these quantities leads to quasi-stationary values. In addition for 0 =400 MPa one observe elastic vibrations around the residual deflection (Fig. 2-e, curve 5) .
Bilayer cylindrical shell
Geometrical dimensions and loading are the same as previously. The two layers have the same thickness and the same composite material T300/5208. Reinforcement winding angle of each layer being different, two reinforcement schemes have been studied:
1. Symmetric reinforcement: in the internal layer, reinforcement winding angle is (+ ∝), in the external layer, reinforcement winding angle is (-α); 2. Orthogonal reinforcement: in the external layer, reinforcement winding angle is (+ ∝), in the internal layer, reinforcement winding angle is (∝±90 °). Analysis also focuses on the relationship between the residual strains and reinforcement winding angle ∝. Calculation results are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 where curves 1 correspond to =200MPa while curves 2 correspond to =400MPa. There also observed strong nonlinear dependence between residual deformations, loading amplitude, winding angle and reinforcement scheme. Residual torsion for symmetric reinforcement is 10 times lower than orthogonal reinforcement. There is maximum residual deflection of central section with symmetric reinforcement. For the orthogonal reinforcement, this deflection is two-three times lower, depending on loading magnitude. The orthogonal reinforcement produces low level of residual elongation for winding angle α between 0 ° and 45 °. When α > 45 ° and =400MPa, there is low level of residual elongations with symmetrical reinforcements. Furthermore, the two schemes of reinforcement produce roughly the same values of residual radial deformations, qualitatively r () mapping depends greatly on reinforcement scheme and .We can see that taking into account plastic deformation of composite shells has a great influence both qualitative and quantitative on the dynamic and residual stress state relate to geometrically nonlinear effects. The stress state depends non-linearity on the load magnitude, elasticity and flow characteristics, winding angle and reinforcement scheme.
Conclusion
This work was the result of numerical study of the dynamic nonlinear behavior of two composite shells, a monolayer and other bilayer, subjected to dynamic impulse loading. On basis of Wilkins algorithm, it is conducted analysis of influence of physical and geometrical nonlinearity on stress-strain state of elasto-plastic thick shells with different reinforcement schemes and different loading magnitudes. Obtained results have focused primarily on the following:
1. Analysis of influence of the geometrical nonlinearity on circular stresses of cylindrical mono layer composite shell 2. Analysis of influence of physical nonlinearity on the stress-strain state of mono layer composite shell taking into account the plastic deformations 3. For bilayer cylindrical shell, it is shown the relationship between the residual plastic deformation and the symmetrical reinforcement winding angle α 4. For this same bilayer composite shell it is shown the dependence between the residual plastic deformation and the orthogonal reinforcement winding angle α.
